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Dark, sleek and mysterious,Aviator Sunglasses have been a prominent figure in fashion since their
invention in the 1930s. Because of celebrities like Tom Cruise,Michael Jackson, and Megan Fox,
Aviators represent a cool and elusive style that only this model of Sunglasses can deliver. Since
then they have been a mainstay in celebrity style and fashion.

High on style, this pair of sunglasses from the Ray-Ban collection comes in a styled frame. An
eclectic mixture of fashion and wearablility, its shape provides that perfect Fit over the root of your
nose. The glasses come in a signature Coralhub case.

Tinted high optical precision and impact resistant lens. Stylised thin metal frame in an aerodynamic
design for absolute comfort and durability. Oval lens for absolute style and protection from the
elements. Flexible hinges for durability

Flexible nose pads made of rubber with a double nose bridge to hold the glasses in place, ensuring
there is no friction with the skin.

Specifications:

Style:Aviator

Frame colour:Gun Metal

Lens material:Polarized Processed Lens

Lens colour:Grey shade dark to bright

Frame length:14 cm

Nose bridge:Medium size

Vertical length:5.5 cm

Horizontal: 6 cm

Total length:14 cm

Masculine look

Streamlined frame

Goes well with any outfit

Good sun protection

Distortion-free optics
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Hugs the face well

Looks good on any coloured complexion

Aerodynamic Shape

Trendsetter

Its cool looks never fail to enhance your dressing sense. Buy them for the comfort you need, today!
Just wear them and you'll find yourself admiring the person that youâ€™ll see in the mirror. Colour is
way different from any of the colors- which youâ€™ve seen till now. The latest in fashion and style- that
looks the best with jeans, casual as well as Formal wear.

The latest fashion is acclaimed far and wide for more information visit us online at Coralhub.com.
This trendsetter hasnâ€™t failed to appeal and attract every time. Wear it, for that killer look.

For any delicate object like a pair of glasses or sunglasses, a sturdy case is very essential. And
thats exactly what youll get after buying this Sunglasses Case. Its hard cover makes it all the more
sturdy and reliable. Just clip it on your belt and get going.

All this features and specification at just Rs.599. It can't better in this summer. Along with this you
get this delivered at your door step with 0 shopping charges. What awaits is your want to get one.
Grab one !!
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Charles Lee - About Author:
Charles lee is a web enthusiast with a passion for blogging about his business and shopping related
new products. In his free time he likes cooking and staying active by running and playing Football.
For more details browse us online at a www.coralhub.com
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